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crazytalk animator pro let's you use your fingers on your computer screen. if you have a
stylus, you can simply drag your finger up on your screen to draw directly on the timeline.
or, you can use your stylus to click anywhere on the screen to add an animation keyframe.
the powerful track track controls allow you to move, rotate and scale the points and curves
of your character animation in real time. extremely intuitive track controls let you quickly

create and fine-tune custom joints or keyframes with the mouse or your finger. track
controls let you easily drag your character to any point in the timeline, rotate your character

anywhere, and quickly scale any of its curves to get the exact desired animation. custom
skinning lets you make any skin as you like by adjusting its animation curves. using the

powerful track editor, you can easily trim or add animation to a character. in fact, the track
editor gives you complete control over your animations. with an easy to use timeline, you

can also create animations directly in timeline. you can drag any markers or notes you want
to define. you can easily copy keys or curves from one track to another by selecting them
and then clicking on the markers or notes of the other track. crazytalk animator supports a

variety of file formats for animating characters (actions, animate, skein, anim.an), layers, lip
movements, text, and all key properties used in the program. you can easily import content

from other programs - such as render and drawplus x6 - directly into crazytalk animator.
with its powerful modeling tools, you can easily create any character youd like from a

variety of image formats. with crazytalk animator, you can easily switch between them
using the project window. crazytalk animator features a timeline that lets you see your

composition in real time. it lets you easily move, scale, rotate and merge keyframes. using
the powerful track editor, you can easily trim or add animation to a character. in fact, the

track editor gives you complete control over your animations. you can drag any markers or
notes you want to define. you can easily copy keys or curves from one track to another by

selecting them and then clicking on the markers or notes of the other track.
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